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The coarse-grained success



 On large (linear) scales, only use the hydrodynamical limit of DM

=� Any perfect fluid with           and          does the job.cs ' 0

The coarse-grained success

Tµ⌫ = (⇢+ P )uµu⌫ + Pgµ⌫

P ' 0

Cleanest evidence for DM, but does not offer much information 
about DM microphysics (SIDM, fuzzy DM etc.)



Dark matter is generally assumed of particles (WIMPs, 
axions, etc.), with negligible interactions among themselves 
and with ordinary matter (other than gravity).
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McGaugh, Lelli & Schombert, PRL (2017)
The Baryon-Dark Matter Conspiracy

 Observe how baryons (stars & 
gas) are spatially distributed:

⇢b = ⇢⇤ + ⇢gas

Solve Poisson eq’n to infer 
baryonic acceleration:

gbar

 Observe how baryons rotate to 
infer centripetal acceleration:

includes DM and/or modified gravity

gobs =
V 2

r



Mass Discrepancy Acceleration Relation (MDAR)
McGaugh, Lelli & Schombert, PRL (2017)

gobs '
p
a0gbar



g⇤ =
⇣
1± 0.2 (syst.)

⌘
⇥ a0

Mass Discrepancy Acceleration Relation (MDAR)
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Mass Discrepancy Acceleration Relation (MDAR)
McGaugh, Lelli & Schombert, PRL (2017)

a0 ' 1.2⇥ 10�8 cm/s2

- Holds within 26% (0.1 dex).

- Scatter within observational 
uncertainties

No need for intrinsic scatter!

gobs '
p
a0gbar
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<
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p
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Milgrom (1983)

aN =
GNMb(r)

r2

a0 ' 1.2⇥ 10�8 cm/s2

 Historically proposed as alternative to DM + 
interpreted as modification to Newtonian 
dynamics (MOND)

MDAR was predicted by Milgrom 30 years ago!

 But this is too extreme. Need DM for CMB, LSS, lensing, etc.

 Nevertheless a really powerful empirical 
statement about DM in galaxies

e.g. Milgrom predicted existence of 
low-surface brightness (LSB) galaxies!



Bekenstein & Milgrom (1984)

LMOND = �2M2

Pl
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MOND effective theory:
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The $130,000 question is…
Do the scaling relations require new physics associated with 
dark matter?
Can they be explained with ordinary physics?

“WITCH HUNT !”



 Star formation model
 Stellar evolution
 Mass and metal return
 Supernovae rates
 Gas enrichment
 Cooling and heating rates

 Self-shielding
 Stellar feedback
 Local and non-local SNII feedback

 Black hole and AGN feedback

Orthodoxy: It’s all feedback!

Can these feedback processes, which are inherently stochastic, 
result in tight correlation displayed in the MDAR?



Orthodoxy: It’s all feedback!

Desmond (2016)


See also 

van den Bosch & 
Dalcanton (2000);

Di Cintio & Lelli (2016)

8 H. Desmond

naturally small. In fact, it is seen from the fourth and
sixth columns of Table 3 that the predicted hDi and �(D)
are both significantly too low in the final bin, which im-
plies at face value that high-acceleration regions ought to
possess more dark matter than allowed for by our fiducial
model. However, the observed hDi at high acceleration is
likely consistent with one within the measurement uncer-
tainty, which is quoted at . 15 per cent in Vtot (Lelli et
al. 2016b) but receives additional contribution from uncer-
tainties in disc inclination, mass-to-light ratio, distance,
and three-dimensional baryon structure (private commu-
nication, F. Lelli). Including this would ameliorate the un-
derprediction of hDi4.7�5 and �(D)4.7�5 (as well as �(a)
and �(a)2�2.5, below), but exacerbate the overprediction
of �(D)1.5�1.8 and �tot.

(iv) When the line traced by a galaxy in the a � D

plane crosses D = 3, it does so at an acceleration a in the
range 2.5 . a . 3.5. The distribution of a values over all
galaxies in a mock data set is comparable to that of the
real data, although centred on a somewhat higher value
(Figs. 5(a) and 6(a), and column 3 of Table 4). Remark-
ably, the spread in a, �(a), is actually lower in the model
than in the data (Fig. 6(b) and column 4 of Table 4),
indicating a greater degree of regularity in the accelera-
tion beyond which dark matter becomes dynamically ir-
relevant. These results imply that certain aspects of the
“characteristic acceleration” that galaxies are said to ex-
hibit (such as a tight transition region between baryon and
dark matter domination) are present also in AM mocks.

(v) However, it can be seen from the inset of Fig. 5(a)
and columns 5 and 6 of Table 4 that the number of galax-
ies with D > 3 everywhere (F+) is much larger in the
mock data than the observations, and the number with
D < 3 everywhere (F�) much smaller. This indicates a
problem with the relative number of galaxies predicted to
be fully baryon or dark matter dominated. We note how-
ever that using a larger measurement error in D would
scatter more points below the D = 3 threshold, and hence
reduce the predicted F+.

(vi) The other measure of characteristic acceleration
yields similar results: hai2�2.5 is overpredicted (though
not as severely as hai), and �(a)2�2.5 underpredicted
(Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), and columns 7 and 8 of Table 4).
This further supports the conclusion that the uniformity
among galaxies in the acceleration at which dark matter
becomes insignificant is not problematic. The di↵erences
between statistics (vi) to (vii) and (x) to (xi), however, il-
lustrate the care that must be taken in defining precisely
what one means by “characteristic acceleration” before its
compatibility with model expectations can be assessed.

(vii) The observed values of h�(D)M⇤i, h�(D)�Mgasi

and h�(D)T i are compatible with the corresponding the-
oretical distributions (Figs. 7(a), 7(c) and 7(d) and third,
fifth and sixth columns of Table 5). This implies that the
relation of stellar to halo mass generated by AM is ade-
quate, and that the MDAR does not favour a modifica-
tion to stellar mass-based AM to include gas.6 h�(D)T i

6 Note that an independence of halo properties on type, size
or gas mass at fixed stellar mass (as in the fiducial model) does
not imply h�(D)Xi = 0. This statistic depends on the contin-

Figure 2. Comparison of the observed MDAR (blue points)
to that predicted by the fiducial model (green points and con-
tour). The contours enclose 40, 60, 80, 90, 95, and 98 per cent
of the data points from 2000 Monte Carlo realisations of the
model, while the green points show a randomly chosen realisa-
tion.

provides weak evidence (1.7�) for the earlier-type galax-
ies of the sparc sample occupying more massive or more
concentrated haloes than allowed by the fiducial model.
This o↵set is in the direction of indications from weak
lensing and satellite kinematics (Rodŕıguez-Puebla et al.
2011; Wojtak & Mamon 2013; Mandelbaum et al. 2016).
We caution however that these results are sensitive to the
free parameters of the model, an issue to which we will
return in Section 4.2.

(viii) h�(D)�Rdi is typically larger in the model than
the data (Fig. 7(b) and fourth column of Table 5), and the
observed value lies 2.3� from the centre of the mock data
distribution. In other words, the model predicts an o↵set
between the MDARs of high and low surface brightness
galaxies that is not observed. In Section 4.2, we will rem-
edy this by means of an anticorrelation between galaxy
size and halo concentration at fixed stellar mass.

(ix) h�(D)ri is smaller in the mock data than the real
data by 4.0� (Fig. 7(e) and seventh column of Table 5).
This discrepancy – a relative of the well-known cusp/core
problem for dwarf galaxies – indicates too much dark mat-
ter in the inner regions of the model galaxies.

(x) The magnitudes of h�(D)Xi in the data are all
small (. 1). The average quoted measurement uncertainty
of 7 per cent in Vtot corresponds to a 14 per cent uncer-
tainty in D, which equates to �(D) ⇡ 0.5 when averaged
over the entire MDAR (and the total measurement un-
certainty is likely much larger). Hence the dependence of
D on each X is small enough to be fully accounted for
by measurement error, and D is consistent with being a
function of a alone.

gent details of the baryonic mass distributions and sampling
radii of the sparc galaxies. The only way to acquire informa-
tion concerning these aspects of the galaxy–halo connection,
therefore, is to compare mock and real data sets in which these
distributions and radii are identical.

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. The mean (lines) and 1� scatter (shaded bands) across 2000 mock data sets of the mean mass discrepancy (hDi; Fig. 3(a))
and its standard deviation (�(D); Fig. 3(b)) in 12 bins of acceleration, compared to the real data values. The red, blue, and green
lines correspond to rows two, seven, and nine in Tables 3–5, respectively. Only a strong selection on halo concentration can reduce
the predicted hDi and �(D) at low a to acceptable levels.

Figure 4. Distributions of the weighted average standard de-
viation (�tot) in the MDAR for various model assumptions,
compared to the value in the data. Only a strong selection on
halo concentration can reduce the predicted �tot to acceptable
levels.

4.2 Variations to model parameters

4.2.1 Baryonic e↵ects on dark matter distribution

We now investigate the e↵ect of varying the model pa-
rameter values, with a particular eye to mitigating the
discrepancies noted above. We consider first the e↵ect
of modifications to the halo density profile due to disc
formation, as parametrized by ⌫. The excessive value of
hDi1.5�1.8 in the fiducial model, in addition to h�(D)ri
being too low, suggests that halo expansion may be pre-
ferred. We therefore show in rows 3 and 4 of Tables 3–5
the results of changing ⌫ to �0.5 (favoured by previous
studies of galaxy dynamics; Dutton et al. 2013; Desmond
& Wechsler 2015, 2016) and �1 (roughly the lowest value

deemed plausible by Desmond & Wechsler 2015), respec-
tively. The lower ⌫, the more dark matter is expelled from
the baryon-dominated inner regions of galaxies.

Although hDi1.5�1.8, �(D)1.5�1.8, �tot, hai, F+, F�,
hai2�2.5 and h�(D)ri all move closer to their observed val-
ues when ⌫ is reduced, there remain significant discrepan-
cies. This suggests – at least within our parametrization
– that feedback is unlikely to fully reconcile the predicted
and observed MDARs. For reference, we show in the fifth
row of Tables 3–5 the results of a model with standard
adiabatic contraction (⌫ = 1). In accordance with many
studies in the literature (e.g. Dutton et al. 2007; McGaugh
et al. 2007; Desmond & Wechsler 2015, 2016), this clearly
generates an excess of dynamical mass within the regions
probed by kinematic measurements. In addition, the sen-
sitivity of the amount of dark matter in high-acceleration
regions to the baryon mass distribution significantly in-
creases �(D)4.7�5, which for all other models simply re-
flects the measurement uncertainty.

To facilitate comparison with literature studies of
AM, our baseline for variations to other model parame-
ters in the remainder of this section will be the “moderate
halo expansion” model with ⌫ = �0.5.

4.2.2 Scatter and proxy of abundance matching

We explore next the possibility of reducing the predicted
MDAR scatter by decreasing the AM scatter; the results
of a model with AM scatter = 0 are shown in the sixth
row of Tables 3–5. This has only a small e↵ect on the
statistics characterising the shape and scatter of the rela-
tion, indicating that �(D) originates almost entirely from
the spread in D values generated by haloes of fixed proxy
(due to scatter in Mvir and c at fixed v↵), rather than
the spread in proxy values at fixed M⇤. That �(D)1.5�1.8

and �tot are significantly overpredicted even without any
scatter in the galaxy–halo connection demonstrates the
extraordinary tightness of the MDAR. Since AM scat-

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19
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4.2 Variations to model parameters

4.2.1 Baryonic e↵ects on dark matter distribution

We now investigate the e↵ect of varying the model pa-
rameter values, with a particular eye to mitigating the
discrepancies noted above. We consider first the e↵ect
of modifications to the halo density profile due to disc
formation, as parametrized by ⌫. The excessive value of
hDi1.5�1.8 in the fiducial model, in addition to h�(D)ri
being too low, suggests that halo expansion may be pre-
ferred. We therefore show in rows 3 and 4 of Tables 3–5
the results of changing ⌫ to �0.5 (favoured by previous
studies of galaxy dynamics; Dutton et al. 2013; Desmond
& Wechsler 2015, 2016) and �1 (roughly the lowest value

deemed plausible by Desmond & Wechsler 2015), respec-
tively. The lower ⌫, the more dark matter is expelled from
the baryon-dominated inner regions of galaxies.

Although hDi1.5�1.8, �(D)1.5�1.8, �tot, hai, F+, F�,
hai2�2.5 and h�(D)ri all move closer to their observed val-
ues when ⌫ is reduced, there remain significant discrepan-
cies. This suggests – at least within our parametrization
– that feedback is unlikely to fully reconcile the predicted
and observed MDARs. For reference, we show in the fifth
row of Tables 3–5 the results of a model with standard
adiabatic contraction (⌫ = 1). In accordance with many
studies in the literature (e.g. Dutton et al. 2007; McGaugh
et al. 2007; Desmond & Wechsler 2015, 2016), this clearly
generates an excess of dynamical mass within the regions
probed by kinematic measurements. In addition, the sen-
sitivity of the amount of dark matter in high-acceleration
regions to the baryon mass distribution significantly in-
creases �(D)4.7�5, which for all other models simply re-
flects the measurement uncertainty.

To facilitate comparison with literature studies of
AM, our baseline for variations to other model parame-
ters in the remainder of this section will be the “moderate
halo expansion” model with ⌫ = �0.5.

4.2.2 Scatter and proxy of abundance matching

We explore next the possibility of reducing the predicted
MDAR scatter by decreasing the AM scatter; the results
of a model with AM scatter = 0 are shown in the sixth
row of Tables 3–5. This has only a small e↵ect on the
statistics characterising the shape and scatter of the rela-
tion, indicating that �(D) originates almost entirely from
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The middle ground:

 Dark matter exists and behaves like a cold, collisionless 
fluid on large scales.

 MOND/MDAR empirical law emerges from new 
interactions (beyond gravity) with ordinary matter. 

e.g. New emergent long-range forces

e.g. New particle (contact) interactions

Berezhiani & JK (2015,2016)

Berezhiani, Famaey & JK (2017)

Famaey, JK & Penco (1712.01316)

Blanchet (2006); Bruneton et al. (2008);

Ho, Minic & Ng (2009); JK (2014)
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Naturally distinguishes between galaxies (where MOND works) 
and galaxy clusters (where MOND doesn’t work).
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Hence, at lowest order in derivatives the EFT of phonons is

L = P (X) ; X = µ+ �̇� (~r�)2

2m

chemical potential phonons
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At lowest order in derivatives, the 
zero temperature effective action is

Conjecture: DM superfluid phonons are governed by MOND action

Phonons couple to baryons: Lcoupling = � ⇤

MPl
�⇢b

(Match to MOND scale)

.

⇤ =
p
a0MPl ' 0.8 meV

PMOND(X) =
2⇤(2m)3/2

3
X3/2

Effective Description of Superfluids Greiter, Wilczek & Witten (1989)

L = P (X) ; X = µ+ �̇� (~r�)2

2m
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 3-body interactions?

L =
i

2
( @t 

⇤ � ⇤@t )�
|~r |2

2m
� �

24m3
| |6

 =
p
2m⇢ei✓Split into                       , and integrate out      ,⇢
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4

3
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p
�
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Density profile
Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium,

1

⇢cond(r)

dPcond(r)

dr
= �4⇡GN

r2

Z r

0
dr0r02⇢(r0)

Using equation of state                    , find:

Cored density profile

Pcond ⇠ ⇢3cond

⇢(r)

Remarkably, realistic size cores with            and              !m ⇠ eV ⇤ ⇠ meV
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Rotation curves

Low surface 
brightness

(IC 2574)

High surface 
brightness

(UGC 2953)

a0 = 0.87⇥ 10�8 cm/s2
Berezhiani, Famaey & JK 1711.05748
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Observational Signatures



Vortices

When spun faster than critical velocity, 
superfluid develops vortices.

!cr ⇠
1

mR2
⇠ 10�41s�1

For a halo of density    ,⇢

! ⇠ �
p

GN⇢ ⇠ 10�18� s�1 ; 0.01 < � < 0.1

=� Vortex formation is unavoidable

Line density: �v ⇠ m! ⇠ 102� AU�2

Observational consequences?

cf. Silverman & Mallett (2002); 
Rindler-Daller & Shapiro (2012)



Vortices

When spun faster than critical velocity, 
superfluid develops vortices.

!cr ⇠
1

mR2
⇠ 10�41s�1

For a halo of density    ,⇢

! ⇠ �
p

GN⇢ ⇠ 10�18� s�1 ; 0.01 < � < 0.1

=� Vortex formation is unavoidable

Line density: �v ⇠ m! ⇠ 102� AU�2

Observational consequences?

cf. Silverman & Mallett (2002); 
Rindler-Daller & Shapiro (2012)

Sreenivasan’s group at U. Maryland
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Longer merger time scale 
+ multiple encounters

Merged halo thermalize and 
settle back to condensate

Superfluid cores should pass through 
each other with negligible dissipation if

vinfall ⇠< cs

(Landau’s criterion)

Fornax
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No DM          No MOND=�

Globular 
clusters

Tidal 
dwarfs

Ultra-diffuse 
galaxies

van Dokkum et al. (2015); 

Koda et al. (2015)

No superfluid          No external field effect=�

Ibata et al. (2011) Lelli et 
al. (2015)



How does dark energy fit into the picture?



Unified Superfluid Dark Sector Ferreira, Franzmann, 
Brandenberger & JK, to appear

Suppose have mixture of 2 superfluids, e.g. 
DM ground state + excited state, with energy 
difference                       .

L = P0(X0) + P1(X1)

�E = E1 � E0
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Suppose have mixture of 2 superfluids, e.g. 
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difference                       .

Interact through Rabi/Josephson coupling: 
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Unified Superfluid Dark Sector Ferreira, Franzmann, 
Brandenberger & JK, to appear

Suppose have mixture of 2 superfluids, e.g. 
DM ground state + excited state, with energy 
difference                       .

Interact through Rabi/Josephson coupling: 

L = P0(X0) + P1(X1)

�E = E1 � E0

Individual number densities no longer conserved, but 
total superfluid particle number is conserved:

n = P0 ,X0 + P1 ,X1 ⇠ 1

a3

⇤ ⇠ meV .
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Unified Superfluid Dark Sector:   Cosmology

Background:

Perturbations: Both superfluids are non-relativistic

c2s 0 =
P0 ,X0

m0P0 ,X0X0

⌧ 1 c2s 1 =
P1 ,X1

m1P1 ,X1X1

⌧ 1

=� clustering DE model e.g. Creminelli et al. (2011)

e.g. Sandvik, Tegmark, Zaldarriaga & Waga (2004)
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Unified Superfluid Dark Sector:   Cosmology

Background:

Perturbations: Both superfluids are non-relativistic

c2s 0 =
P0 ,X0

m0P0 ,X0X0

⌧ 1 c2s 1 =
P1 ,X1

m1P1 ,X1X1

⌧ 1

=� clustering DE model e.g. Creminelli et al. (2011)

(Different from other “unified” DMDE attempts, e.g. Chaplygin gas, where   
sound speed for DMDE fluid is O(1) at late times.)  

e.g. Sandvik, Tegmark, Zaldarriaga & Waga (2004)
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Conclusions

 Cold, collisionless DM works 
exquisitely well on largest scales, 
but something is going on with 
galaxies

 In my view, this screams for 
new physics: DM-baryon 
interactions.

e.g. New emergent long-
range forces
Berezhiani & JK (2015,2016)

Berezhiani, Famaey & JK (2017)

e.g. New particle (contact) interactions

Famaey, JK & Penco (1712.01316)


